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PREFACE 

The following paper identifies two areas of ignorance in the 

current study of the phenomenon of terrori&m: how terrorists think 

(is there such a thing as a terrorist mind?) and how terrorist groups 

make their decisions. The paper w'as one of many submitted in prepara

tion for the International Scientif.ic Conference on Terrorism s West 

Berlin, November 14-18, 1978. A selection of these papers will appear 

in a forthcoming issue of TeT'r'oPism: An International. Journal.. 
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1'HF; TERRORIST MIND SET AND TEP..RORIST DECISIONMAKING: 
TWO AREAS OF IGNORANCE ' 

Brian M. Jenkins 

The Randl Corporation, Santa Monica, California 

The organization, financing, weaponry, s\.,d tactics of terrorist 

groups have been st~died. We have acquired a great deal of what might 

be called "order of battle" information abol'.c terrorist groups. In some 

cases~ a sizable portion of their membership has been identified; we 

know their names. Articles, or in some cases, books have been written 

about a few of the more notable leaders of terrorist groups: Ulrike 

Meinhcf, Ilich Ramirez Sanchez, Leila Khaled, Yasir Arafat. A few have 

written about their own experie.'lcp.$ in terrorist groups: ;Sean 

MacStiofain about hi~ irish Republican Army career and Susan Stern abouc 

her experiences in the Weather Underground. Some terrorists in. prison 

have agreed to interviews. 

interviewed by journalists. 

Some terrorists still at large have even heen 

It has been reported that the West German 

Bundeskriminalamt maintains a vast file that includes info~ation on the 

reading habits, dental records, and musical preferences of known 

terrorists. 

ARE THERE "BORN" TERRORISTS? 

On the basis of information about apprehended or identified members 

of terrorist groups, we have been able to construct a kind of census 

data profile of the "typical terrorist." Much of the pioneer work in 

this area has been done by Dr. Charles Russell, formerly of the Air Force 

Offiee of Special Investigations. A typical terrorist, according to his 

data base, is a male (although there are many notable exceptions) in his 

early twenties,. single, from a middle or upper class family, well edu

cated, with some university training, although he may be ft university 

dropout~ who often joined or was recruited into the group while at a 

* university. 

*Charles A. Russell and Captain Bowman H. Miller (USAJ.<), "Profile 
of a Terrorist, " I.Ji.UtaP'J Review, August 1977, pp. 21-34. 
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The common psychological profile, if there is one, is far more 

speculative. Generally terrorists would appear to be absolutists -

"true believers" (a type of person who may switch ideologieR hut will 

always passionately cling to a particular one), unccmpromising, Ciction

prone, impatient persons who !'lay seek instant gratifica';..i.on Vid their 

actions. They are quite often "gun freaks," that .lS, they may be 

abnormally fascinated with firearms and explosives, not generally 

suicidal, but persons who might be descri.bed as "risk seekers." One 

psychiatrist has stated that the terrorist also suffers from anonymity, 

deprivation, a sense of powerlessness, and feels his self-esteem dnd 

masculinity have been consistently assaulted. This same psychiatrist 

has stated that through acts of terrorism, terrorists seek not only 

attention but an intimacy with the powerful figures oi society. 

In sum, governments in the course of intelligence and investiga

tive work appear to have acquired considerable data about terrorists, 

and psych~atrlsts as well as other students of human behavior have 

offered a number of hypotheses. However, we cannJt say with confidence 

that we have penetrated the terrorist's mind. We du not know exactly 

why a politically or socially disaffected person goes underground, 

takes up arms, declares war on society, a total war that allows no 

innocent bystanders, whether this transformation is the result 0' cer

tain predispositions on the part of the individual or largely circum

stantial. Are there "born rt terrorists? 

We do not know whether terrorists suffer from some common psycho

sis or any psychosis at all. (\.Jilfried Rausch, a psychiatrist who has 

had the opportunity to observe and interview many of Germany's terrot

ists, believes they do not.) We do not kuow if there is a common terror

ist personality, or a common terrori.st "mindset" Cmp-aning here a common 

perspective, a point of vieN, a way of looking at the \vorld around them, 

the awareness of one's own identity in relationship to other persons and 

things). We do not know whether terrorists undergo some connnon radicdl

izing experience. Politic.al circumstances alone seem to offer an inade

quate explanation for terrorist behavior. Thousands of individuals IrId\' 

suffer simi] ar politic,ll and social frustrations h ~d may go throl.gh 

$ i.milar rad:calizing experhmces but only a handful become tenur ist::>. 
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\o.Thy? There are also physiological explanations of terrorist behavior 

which range from inner ear malfunctions to diet deficiencies. With 

further research and more convincing statistics, the physiological 

approach may offer some explanations. 

The task for students of the phenomenon of terrorism then might be 

to: examine the utility of :i.ncreasing society's understanding of indi

vidual terrorist behavior (including the act of becoming a terrorist); 

describe current theories and research; compile all the conclusions and 

hypotheses regarding terrorist behavior; identify areas of uncertainty 

and existing sources of biographical information about terrorists and 

its accessibility to aca.demic and research communities; and identify 

the kind of data that would be necessary to test various assertions and 

hypotheses, specifically: 
o What utility would the identification of a common terrorist 

psychosis, terrorist personality, or terrorist mindset have 

for society? Specifically, what kind of information could be 

utilized practically within the bounds of a free society? 

(Obviously.., a government could Dot bar employment or access 

to public gatherings to the second born even if all male 

terrorists were found to be younger brothers. A persor cannot 

1!e jailed because of an inner ear problem.) Such findings might 

have utility in conSidering ways to predict terrorist behavior, 

to deter terrorists from carrying out certain kinds of acts or 

against certain targets, in negotiating with terrorists, in 

"curing" t:>arrorists. 

o Can we even talk about a typical "terrorist" at all, or is the 

tem too imprecise, too slippery? 

o How does one become a ter~orist? Do terrorists share sufficient 

individual attributes to suggest that there is a type of person 

predisposed to terrorism, or does recruitment appear to be largely 

circumstantial? If terrorists are found to share certs,iu 

behavioral attributes, are these more a reflection of their 

p~esent circumstances -- they are nowterrotists -- than of 

their behavior before becoming terrorists? 

.-------------------------.----------... ~~ 
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o Can we identify a common or prevalent psychosis among teri-urist". 

a common or prevalent pe.sonality, or mindset? 

o What art? the current theories regarding terrorist beha\'ior; Can 

we sort out and describe the various assigned attrjbutes of 

terrorists~ To what extent are these supported by systemat it 

and verifiable !:esearch? TJI'hat work is cUl7rently going on in 

this area? 

o Is there perhaps a mix of types in terrorist organizations. 

(Tentatively, I have identified three types: the" ideo:ogm " 

"the soldier," and the "thug.") 

o Are terrorist bombers cnd hijackers more like t:.heir nOD,,<:ti,.i. 

criminal counterparts. Dr are terrorist bombers more like tE:-rrr'r

ist hijackers and other terrorists? 

) What are the available Sources of biograrhical data on terrcri,,:..c, 

To whom is it available? What type cf information 60 we han' ir 

various files? To what extent is such materi.al protected bv lat,..· 

A note of caution: The possible categorization of terrorists as 

sick persons, mentally ill or physically impaired in some way, rnibh: 

have great appeal to those who would prefer not to face the fact of 

social, economic t or political injustices in the world and the SlEld i;;,t;'s 

understandable grievances that terrorists claim to express no~ that 

such grievances justify their actions. The identification of '-' cluster 

of behavioral traits conunon to most terrorists, a personality type pre

disposed to terrorist 8ctivi ty, ought lIot to prec lude the re.::ogn i t Lm 

of contributive political or social problems. At the same time, we must 

not slip into the trap of oefining terrorists according to a judgment "f 

their political claims, re!'lerving the label of terrorist fl')r those wh()st:' 

causes we do not consider legitimate. 

TERRORIST DECISIONMAKING 

How terrorists decide to do what tlley do (after they an' alre:Hi\ 

terrorists) appears to be anDther area of uncertainty. We do not know 

why a terrorist group may decide to assassinate instead of Kidnap, hL1\" 

they select their target. whether and when they mrty escalate their 

violence. 
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There do seem to be pF-i:tems. Each terrori.st group has l,ts Ot-('ll 

repertoire, its 01im. Istyle of operations, its own modus operandi. The 

Irish Republican Army does not engage in the hijacki,ng of airliners or 

kidnapping. The ItsLlian Red B-t';t,gades kidnap and shoot journal,ists and 

others in the legs. We,st German terrorists seem to be thorough planners. 

The New World Liberation Front, a tiny .organization in California, has 

bombed various sitf~s on behal~ of local political issues -- utility 

rat-es, low-income hotn.1ing, local jai.l conditions -- while the Weather 

Underground, another 11 • .5. group, has carried out actions f:ocused on 

national and ineetrnatio'nal issues. 

The part1tcular operational pattern of a terrorist group appears to 

be determine.d hy seve:ral factors. Clearly, the composition of the 

group -- whether they are univarsity dropouts or ex-soldiers -- has 

something to do with it. l·Iany of the Tupamaros came f'rom the school of 

architecture in the University of Montevideo, a fact 1:eflected in 

their elaborately constructed underground hideouts. The Popular Front 

for the Liber~tion of Palestine-General Command favors elaborately fused 

bombs and other advanced gadgetry, perhaps reflecting the interest and 

skills of its leader Ahmed JabrU, a former Syrian army engineer. 

The resources of 'the group also dictal-e their style of operations. 

Bombs are easier to carry out than assaSSinations. Assassinatiuns are 

easier than kidnappings. 

The size of a group also may determine the nature (It its activi

ties. It is not simply that a larger group is likely til po.ssess greater 

re~ourcese The actions of a smaller group may be detenqined more by the 

per.souality OllT idiosyncrasies of a single leader. A smaller group may 

feel more vulnerable to infiltration or reprisal J1hich may constrai.n 

its activities. 

CUlture may determine a group's action.s. Ideology may dictate its 

",,1ct_ and targets. The idiosyncrasies of a key pe.rsonality may be a 

factqr in what a group does. Its circumstances also playa part. In 

our research at The Ran~ Co-rporation, we found that in seizing hOf:ltages, 

ap(J,p~;t~~l" terrorist tactic, groups opet'ating on their home territory 9 

W.ith.the support of an underground apparatus, generally favored conven

tiottalkidnappings while groups operating abroad, or at home but not 
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supported by a well-organized underground, favored seizing buildings, 

making the occupants as well as themselves hostages in what police rlB\fe 

come to call ba,rricade and hostage situations. 

Finally. there also may be some universal rules. Thus rar, no 

terrorist graup has entered the domain of murder on a grand scale. 

That has remained the province of authentic lunatics. We are not surt:

why. It doe~ nelt appear to bp. solely a matter of technical cnnstrainb, 

Terrorists loperat~ well below tbeir technology cl::!ilin!1;. Thev have ,dread", 

demonstrated their capacity to use conventional explosives and could, 

without resorting t4) exotic chemical. biological, or nuclear weapons, k·j l' 

greater numbers of people, but they have not. 

We do not know what argument:, may be made inside a terrori.st group 

for or against a certain move, what fr.·ctars terrorists may consider more 

important than others, or even how systematic terrorist decudonmaking 

may be. This raises the second S~.t of quest1.ons. 

o What a:"':'e the pt'incipal elements of a terrorist group f S '7k...'.i4c' 

operandi: choice of targets, repertoire of tactics, style of 

execution, communications with the outside world~ etc.? 

a How do these relate to a. terrorist group:&- (ultural background, 

political circumstances, sizp., composition of me~ership, and 

other <lttributes? Are there cross-cultural similarities? 

o What factors are considered by a terrorist group in planning 

and executing a~ operation? 

o How does the decisionmaking process vary from group to group? 

o How do terrorists measure success: the success of an individual 

operation as well as progress toward their perceived long-range 

goals'? Publicity appears important to terrorists. but is exten

sive press coverage of a terrorist operation in itself a suffi

cient payoff if other results or concessions do not result? 11' 

terrorists become diSillusioned, do they escalare or simply vow 

to struggle on for decades if necessary? \o/hat are their time

horizons? 

o What is our basis for knowing? {>That sources of ill; .::-mat ion are 

there? Observations of past activities, int~'rv 1(,W5 \-lith cap

tured terrorists? 

I 
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